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You never change things 
by fighting the existing 
reality. To change 
something, build a new 
model that makes the 
existing model obsolete. 

– Buckminster Fuller

























If they don’t give you 
a seat at the table, 
bring a folding chair.

– Shirley Chisholm
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The world is profoundly out of balance



Malawi
$1,500 pc

China
$17,200 pc
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United States
$64,600 pc GNI

Every nation must transform

Netherlands
$63,400 pc
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Costa Rica 
$21,800 pc
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No nation is 
living in the 
Doughnut

colonialism

military power

corporate power

trade & finance rules

resource extraction

climate-change impacts
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The history 
of GDP 
growth
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GROW
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The future 
of planetary 
prosperity
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RISE

REORIENT

REDUCE
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What would it mean for 
the Netherlands to live 
in the Doughnut?

E C O L O G I C A L   C E I L I N G

S O C I A L   F O U N D A T I O N

How can the Netherlands become
a home to thriving people, in a thriving place, 
while respecting the wellbeing of all people, 

and the health of the whole planet?
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National Global

S O C I A L   F O U N D A T I O N

E C O L O G I C A L   C E I L I N G

How can everyone in the Netherlands thrive?

Political
voice

Culture Social
equity

Equality in 
diversity

Housing Community Peace & 
justice

Food Water Health Education Mobility Income
& work

Energy Connectivity

How can the Netherlands be as generous as her own nature?
Cleanse
the air

Store
carbon

Harvest
energy

Regulate the
temperature

Cycle
water

Build &
protect soil

House 
biodiversity

Enhance 
wellbeing

How can the Netherlands respect the whole planet?
Chemical
pollution

Water 
withdrawals

Climate
change

Land 
conversion

Excessive
fertilizer use

Biodiversity
loss

Air
pollution

Ozone layer
depletion

Ocean 
acidification

How can the Netherlands respect people worldwide?

Health EnergyFood Housing Peace & 
justice

Political
voice

Income
& work

Equality in 
diversity

Education Social
equity

Community & 
networks

Water

Global responsibilitiesNational aspirations

2.
How can the Netherlands be 

as generous as her own nature?

3.
How can the Netherlands respect 

the health of the whole planet?

4.
How can the Netherlands respect 

the wellbeing of people worldwide?

1.
How can everyone in 

the Netherlands thrive?
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Thimphu Ipoh

Birmingham

Philadelphia

Barcelona

Brussels

Amsterdam



Amsterdam: circular ambition and civic momentum



Barcelona: co-creating a city compass and data monitor



Government of Bhutan – urban redesign and regional planningBhutan: urban redesign and national planning



Ipoh, Malaysia: city ambition and state wellbeing strategy



Oslo: re-imagining possibilities for harbour redevelopment



Birmingham: community-led street retrofit



aiming
for growth

Purpose

Networks

Governance

Ownership

Finance

Time

GDP

aiming 
to thrive

The deep design of cities shapes their direction
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The future 
of human 
prosperity
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The future 
of GDP 
growth?
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GDP

Time

collapse
(unplanned)

T1

planetary 
boundaries

Resource use

T2

degrowth 
(planned)

continual 
growth

stationary 
state

What is the likely GDP pathway for high-income 
nations aiming to live in the Doughnut?



4 financial 
drivers of 
GDP growth

Rising labour productivity requires 
fewer workers, creates unemployment

Plc firms have fiduciary duty to 
‘maximize returns to shareholders’

Commercial banks create money 
as interest-bearing debt

Pressure to reduce
public and private debt 



Rising labour productivity requires 
fewer workers, creates unemployment

Plc firms have fiduciary duty to 
‘maximize returns to shareholders’

Commercial banks create money 
as interest-bearing debt

Pressures to reduce 
public and private debt 

Stakeholder-owned business

Rethink, cancel & restructure debt

Shorter working week, UBI

End commercial money creation

4 ways to 
end growth 
dependency



4 social & 
political 
drivers of 
GDP growth

‘Making the pie bigger’ helps 
avoid acting on redistribution

People seek status, meaning & 
pleasure by buying more stuff

Wealth owners capture politics to 
profit from continual growth

A growing economy helps secure 
& maintain geopolitical power



4 ways to 
end growth 
dependency

‘Making the pie bigger’ helps 
avoid acting on redistribution

People seek status, meaning & 
pleasure by buying more stuff

Wealth owners capture politics to 
profit from continual growth

A growing economy helps secure 
& maintain geopolitical power

Pre-distribution & progressive tax

Wellbeing economy governments

Ban ads, reclaim public space

Campaign finance reform
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